DONOR TOUR
GUATEMALA

2016
JANUARY 20 – 22

Immediately following the
Latin America Liberty Forum
(January 17 – 19)
Travel with experts—including Atlas CEO Brad Lips and UFM president Gabriel Calzada—who will serve as intellectual guides to what you are seeing and experiencing on the ground.

Meet the people behind the scenes.

Dine with UFM trustees.

Atlas Network Donor Tour hosted by Universidad Francisco Marroquín (UFM)
Wednesday • Thursday • Friday
January 20 – 22
January 20

Tour the spectacular Lake Atitlán bordered by volcanoes and traditional villages.

January 21

Visit the market of Chichicastenango, famous for its wildly colorful textiles and food displays.

January 22

Wander the cobblestone streets of Antigua, one of the best preserved Spanish colonial towns in the hemisphere.
An extension tour on Saturday is available for those who would like to climb Pacaya, one of Guatemala’s three active volcanoes. Hike is low to medium difficulty (you can rent a horse!). Or have a relaxing day exploring Antigua, on your own or with a UFM student as your guide.

For more information, please contact Stephanie Lips at Atlas Network

Email: stephanie@atlasnetwork.org
Telephone: (914) 484-1523

ufm.edu

Cost per person
$1,790 single occupancy
$1,590 double occupancy

Stay longer...

Join us right before the Atlas Network Donor Tour for the first Latin America Liberty Forum: **January 17 – 19**

**Come early...**

Spend a day at UFM’s garden campus.
Meet UFM’s students, professors, and leaders.
Learn about UFM’s innovative programs.
Hear the presentations of forum results.
Join the Atlas Freedom Awards Dinner.

ufm.edu

For more information, please contact **Stephanie Lips** at Atlas Network
Email: stephanie@atlasnetwork.org
Telephone: (914) 484-1523
atlasnetwork.org